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 9. ANALYSING HANDS-ON-TECH CARE  
  WORK IN TELECARE INSTALLATIONS

Frictional Encounters with Gerontechnological 
Designs
Daniel López and Tomás Sánchez-Criado

in the past tWenty years gerontechnological technologies have been 
marketed as plug-and-play solutions to complex and costly care necessi-
ties. They are expected to reduce the cost of  traditional forms of  hands-on-
care. Science and Technology Studies (STS) have contributed to discussing 
this idea (for an overall perspective, see Schillmeier and Domenech 2010) 
by pointing at important transformations in the care arrangements where 
these technologies are implemented. Instead of  just ‘plug-and-play’ solu-
tions, transformations are found in protagonists, their roles and functions, 
and more importantly in redefining care. 

This chapter seeks to add new nuances to the definition of  care in these 
scenarios by paying attention to what we term ‘hands-on-tech care work’. 
This terminology refers to the practices, usually undertaken by technicians 
(installation, repair and maintenance), which hold together the silent 
infrastructures that are now considered to be suitable and sustainable 
forms of  care work for ageing societies. Hands-on-tech care work is usually 
hidden from most of  the discussions concerning new care technologies 
for older people. On the one hand this is because installation, repair and 
maintenance work on telecare devices is considered as a mere technical 
procedure, i.e. not considered to be part of  care work. On the other hand 
it is because of  the widespread view that if  technologies are well designed, 
installing them is simply a matter of  ‘plug-and-play’. However, if  we look 
carefully into the installation process, these concepts are easily refuted. 
This is because these technologies need to be continually welcomed, tuned, 
adjusted, tweaked, personalized, updated and installed. 

We shall consider ethnographic observations of  the installation process 
of  a social alarm (consisting of  a pendant and a phone hub) for older 
people living at home in Catalonia and Madrid. We intend to question 
not only the concept of  care technologies as a plug-and-play solution, but 
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also to examine the common understanding of  what care work is in these 
technologically-based care scenarios. 

For the purpose of  this chapter, we have limited the data to installation 
of  telecare devices, excluding technical checks or repairs. During the 
installation, various moments of  friction occur. These moments of  
friction and uncertainty are worth careful analysis since they are not 
supposed to be within the scope of  the service. Paying attention to these 
frictions during installation allows us to see the process of  handling 
this gerontechnology. Its possibilities and practicalities can be explored 
and tested (Hasu 2000). Such frictions usually make visible a greater 
number of  possibilities for technology than those currently assumed by 
the designers (Hyysalo 2004). In that sense, the ‘success’ of  a technology 
or a design has to face the ‘creative integrations’ required by their users 
(Suchman et al. 1999). This cannot always happen without the help and 
care of  the service technicians.

These frictions reveal the ‘hands-on-tech’ care work conducted by 
installers as a particular form of  care work. By mixing technical, spatial 
and relational elements, the service’s function and the protagonists 
involved are redefined, thus making the technology useful for the users 
and operational for the services. In this regard, ‘hands-on-tech’ care work 
entails a constant tinkering (Mol 2008; Mol et al. 2010b), adjusting the 
particularities of  every home to the predispositions (and impositions) of  
the service and its devices. 

In this vein, delving into the ‘hands-on-tech’ care work carried out 
by telecare technicians will enable us to frame the debate about care 
technologies for older people, taking into account the double aspect of  the 
care work performed by telecare technicians, who not only take care of  
the material aspects but also of  their very users and their relations with 
close relatives, neighbours, caregivers and friends. We would like to suggest 
that acknowledging such care work might open up a new approach to 
care technologies. Rather than focusing on design and use, which implies 
seeing these technologies as products to be consumed, we propose taking 
into account the problems encountered when installing new care devices. 
This places onto centre stage questions concerning the lives of  older people. 
The installation phase may trigger changes in habits and routines that are 
essential for people to live their lives as they wish. It is essential to find out 
what adjustments may help or improve their lives or, on the contrary, put 
them at risk. The diverse forms of  ‘hands-on-tech’ care work lead to diverse 
forms of  dealing with this ethical concern. We believe this should underpin 
innovation policies for ageing societies.
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Challenging Plug-and-Play Attitudes in Care Technologies

What is at stake in most of  the debates about ICT solutions for active ageing 
is whether these promising innovations may finally result in more sustain-
able health and social care systems or not. Alternatively it may be that 
this urge to reduce costs may lead to more precarious caring and thereby 
to more vulnerability for those needing care. Whereas researchers adher-
ing to the latter criticize new care technologies as a way to support tradi-
tional hands-on-care together with its humane values (such as empathy, 
reciprocity and understanding), those adhering to the former would be in 
favour of  care-at-a-distance technologies as a way of  increasing the sys-
tem’s efficiency, whilst enhancing the independence and wellbeing of  older 
people (Mort et al. 2011).

However, despite their differences the arguments used by both the geron-
technological believers and the critics turn around the same point: be they 
‘for’ or ‘against’, these technologies are defined as ‘plug-and-play’ solutions. 
This plug-and-play image reinforces the misleading distinction between 
‘warm’ and ‘cold’ care solutions (Pols and Moser 2009), the former being 
more human-based and the latter more technical-based. Moreover, when 
we look at hands-on-care or care-at-a-distance, the material care practices 
tend to be approached as a mere technical issue. As a result of  this the 
activity of  caring using the technologies of  these care practices is regarded 
as even more disconnected from the actual practices of  care giving. 

Even though nowadays care is a social and political concern (Daly 
2002) as well as an object of  theoretical discussions and sociological and 
ethical classifications (Tronto 1993), the material aspects of  care have not 
received the same attention as the political economy of  care work. This is 
precisely the argument that Julia Twigg (2002) puts forward in her ethno-
graphic approach to home care tasks such as bathing. According to Twigg, 
the material aspects of  care have traditionally been silent and hidden from 
both public gaze and social inquiry. To do otherwise, she argues, would 
challenge our modern, secular model of  citizenship. This model is based 
on the idea of  an independent, autonomous and disembodied rational 
subject, detached from ‘his’ worldly needs. This model carries with it very 
subtle and mundane mechanisms that by making dependency and frailty 
invisible, together with its gendered distribution of  labour, lead to gender 
exploitation and subordination (Kittay et al. 2005). Twigg shows how 
these distinctions are enacted in the care workers’ everyday lives. In her 
account, care work is split in two, on the one hand, dealing with what 
is publicly defined as care (comprising both relational work and practi-
cal and emotional competences), and on the other hand, bodywork as 
detached from care work, which is downplayed not only by managers and 
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policy-makers but also by care workers themselves (see also Timonen et 
al. 2006). The former relational and emotional aspects are emphasized in 
public, whilst the dirtiness and filthiness of  physical work is usually kept 
away from view.1 This could be done because of  its low wages (the tasks 
are usually delegated to lower-level staff) or because it is unnamed by care 
workers themselves. The care workers themselves do not or cannot allocate 
time to explicitly share their complaints and know-how, thus keeping it out 
of  the public sphere. 

According to the work of  Roberts and Mort (2009), telecare can make 
care work more invisible, reinforcing a threefold division of  labour:2 (1) 
physical work (mostly performed by home care services, according to users’ 
needs – cleaning, shopping or personal care, usually outsourced to special-
ized services or to migrant workers); (2) emotional work (mainly performed 
by relatives and friends who care about the users); and (3) monitoring (a 
supervising role allocated to telecare services, which needs, in order to 
properly function, a clear-cut distinction from the other areas). 

Rather than disembodying care, this monitoring role of  telecare and the 
threefold division of  labour required entails a redefinition of  ‘what counts 
as care’ and its material aspects (Pols 2012). The assumption that care 
consists exclusively of  bodywork, with emotional support being its specific 
feature, leads to reductionist accounts of  care practice and care technolo-
gies (Mol et al. 2010a). As we tried to show in our studies on home telecare, 
operators’ active-listening practices constitute care work (see López et al. 
2010; Roberts et al. 2011).3 In any case, both Twigg’s (2002) vindication 
of  bodywork and the consideration of  ‘hidden’ tele-operators’ active-listen-
ing practices (López et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011) are too often regarded 
as invisible forms of  care work. They are thus taken for granted rather than 
given proper public recognition. 

Switch on the Lights for the Installers

However, as we would like to show in this chapter, care studies have forgot-
ten to pay attention to another invisible yet essential form of  care work in 
technological settings. Despite the growing influence of  STS studies in the 
understanding of  technocare systems (Mol et al. 2010b; Oudshoorn 2011; 
see for example, Pols 2012; Schillmeier and Domenech 2010), little or no 
attention has been paid to the study of  what we would call ‘hands-on-tech’ 
care work. This is the care work performed by the technicians in charge 
of  installing, repairing and maintaining care-at-a-distance technological 
services, such as telecare.
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As a way of  amending this situation with installation, repair and main-
tenance technicians, our suggestion would be to redirect our attention to 
interesting developments in workplace studies and ethnographies of  infra-
structures (Lampland and Star 2009; Star 2002). Such literature tends to 
make visible the important efforts needed to keep infrastructures working 
smoothly as well as the ‘need’ for such work to remain invisible. As Henke 
explains, ‘if  the everyday routines of  work are so dependent on repair for 
the continued maintenance of  social order, we would expect that repair 
skills should be highly visible in their practice. Paradoxically, however, 
those things which are most vital for basic aspects of  social interaction tend 
to be the things that are most invisible’ (Henke 1999: 69).

By showing their importance through ethnography, these works seek to 
invert the widespread and historical invisibility of  operators and technical 
workers’ ‘manipulation’ (Mort 2002; Orr 1996; Shapin 1989), in stark 
contrast with the public recognition of  engineers’ ‘vision’ or designers’ 
‘invention’. 

Indeed, Henke’s (1999) representation of  repair technicians’ work 
highlights its mixture of  bodies, discourses and space. It also considers the 
distributed and contextual nature of  its know-how and its on-going and 
constant basis: work, that, as Denis and Pontille (2013) put it in their study 
of  the Paris metro maintenance technicians, has to do with taking care of  
things that are unstable and plural so as to constantly put order back in 
place, thus showing the workings of  others and making it visible.

We believe that such a framework could help us to tackle the specific 
aspects of  the double invisibility affecting telecare installers’ ‘hands-on-
tech’ care work. This would allow us to interfere with and problematize the 
common ‘plug-and-play’ presentation of  gerontechnologies as ‘solutions’. 

Tense Encounters within the Installation Process

In the following section we will show several excerpts from installation pro-
cesses that took place in the regions of  Catalonia and Madrid (Spain), from 
two different telecare services from autumn 2008 to summer 2009. Our 
two ethnographies were carried out in a supervised, fly-on-the-wall mode 
only interacting with telecare users in the company of  the services’ staff  . 
Even though there are several slight organizational differences between the 
two organizations, they may be considered broadly speaking as analogous 
in size and structure. Both rely mainly on public-funded users, therefore 
they have to comply with the service standards put in place by the Spanish 
Institute for Older People and Social Services.
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In both services, telecare installers have to wire and plug in the devices. 
They then configure them and later check if  the pendant and terminal 
are working correctly. They also check that the communication with the 
tele-operators is smooth and if  the details of  the user are correctly recorded 
in the service’s database. Their job usually starts with a user petition form 
sent to the repair and maintenance department by the commercial office 
of  the telecare service that contains the user data. From that moment an 
appointment has to be made by the service’s social workers, contacting the 
future user by phone. 

The following excerpts show different situations of  friction at different 
points of  the process. These are instances of  the intricate singularities that 
installers might come across whenever they cross the user home’s thresh-
old during an installation appointment. They will help us show the ‘hands-
on-tech’ care work skills that they have to perform for the installation to 
take place, almost always capable of  avoiding the pitfalls when moving 
between the Scylla and Charybdis of  every installation job.

Friction One: Who Is the User?

The installers we shadowed usually say that ‘you cannot install it if  the 
user refuses’. Even if  the service has been requested by another person 
(such as one of  the user’s children), the installation always requires a cer-
tain degree of  active collaboration on the part of  the user, be it at the begin-
ning (in order to access the house) or at the end (signing the contract that 
authorizes them as a service user). In fact, it is not that unlikely for users to 
slam the door in the technicians’ face or to refuse to open the door.

What seems to be an ethical and practical requirement for the installers 
becomes difficult to discern throughout the process of  installing the device. 
Assuming that having asked for the service is the same as wanting the 
service turns out to be extremely problematic:

We are in Ciudad del Sur,4 a medium-sized municipality forty minutes south-
bound of  Madrid, to undertake an installation in a middle-class block of  
apartments. The older person’s daughter opens the door. The future user 
looks extremely quiet and worried, sitting in the living room’s sofa, saying: 
‘they insist that I should have the device, as if  I want it…’ It appears that the 
service has been requested by the daughter in her name after she had a fall. 
However, the older woman is not exactly rejecting us. Joaquín, the installer 
(who has to perform a given ratio of  installations), talks to her saying, ‘But 
we are not here because you cannot manage yourself ’, and then goes on, jok-
ingly, explaining the virtues of  the service simulating a cheesy commercial 
from the 1960s. The daughter adds that she cannot be at home all the time 
to take care of  her. But the older woman is stubborn in her reluctance, ‘But if  
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they have come from Madrid … I have to be useless’. Joaquín, who is already 
setting up the hub nearby the living room’s phone answers her from the 
floor, ‘we have a station in town’. 

The older woman remains unconvinced and starts murmuring that the 
pendant would disturb her when washing the dishes. Joaquín laughs off  her 
complaints, playing, very respectfully, with her, turning on and off  the social 
alarm pendant around her neck, making her laugh, and explaining to her 
how the device works. ‘Red button engages the call… and look, this clothes-
pin in the back could be useful to avoid problems when washing the dishes… 
so it is not always necessary to have it around your neck’. She laughs but 
she is still worried, ‘What if  I fall and I hurt my hands and I cannot press?’ 
which makes Joaquín laugh out loud: ‘That would be bad luck’. They laugh 
together. Still a bit worried but much more relaxed, the user says that she 
had accepted the device, through clenched teeth, because she would like to 
have some company. At the same time giving a very unconvincing look at the 
pendant she has recently been given.

When Joaquín finishes the technical part of  the installation he cries out 
in a funny voice: ‘I need signatures!’ opening up a blue cardboard folder with 
the service’s forms. The daughter springs into the living room: ‘Me or her?’ 
but Joaquín turns kindly to her mother offering her the pen, ‘Don’t worry, 
this is not a test!’ Writing proves to be difficult for the new user. After that 
they do a quick ‘first call check’ with the lady being engaged by Joaquín 
throughout the process. Do this, do that, ‘wear it always, even under the 
shower’. She has fun with Joaquín’s comic explanation but Joaquín is in 
a hurry, ‘We need to get going!’ When leaving the house Joaquín winks at 
her with a smiling face saying, ‘You know, if  you need something, bang!’ He 
mimics a button-press.

In many situations it is crystal clear who wants it. Frequently, it is the older 
users who live alone and do not have a nearby relative or carer at hand. 
When that happens, she or he requests the service and there is no need to 
negotiate with third parties. Then again, many installers recall situations 
like the one we have just witnessed. Even though access to the home is 
relatively easy and the user-installer interaction can be fluid, the whole 
installation setting turns into a sort of  ambivalent theatre, where many 
underlying and opposed interests, as well as mixed expectations on how 
everyone should behave, are exposed.

In those cases, the question of  who wants it is no longer easy to estab-
lish and it is during the installations that the problem emerges. This is 
manifested through silent gestures and slight boycotts or in open quarrels. 
Sometimes intervention from relatives or carers is needed to put an end 
to it and thus facilitate the installation. But most of  the time the installer 
has to play along in the uncertain and strange terrain of  the user’s home. 
They have to deploy all of  their skills to navigate the tide. They have to act 
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(as Joaquín did in the case above) as a sort of  dance teacher, grabbing the 
user by the hand and making her try the first steps of  the installation tune, 
offering more or less convincing arguments of  different kinds (sometimes 
technical but also, as in this case, non-topical small-talk or jokes to prevent 
the user’s confrontation with the whole process) with the sole purpose of  
setting up the installation and vanishing from the scene, running off  to the 
next appointment.

In fact, installers know they cannot simply ignore these ebbs and flows 
when they happen, no matter how much they would prefer a smooth 
installation. Installations require a great deal of  collaboration from the 
part of  the yet-to-become users that may be sometimes supplemented by 
the efforts of  the relatives or carers to convince them. Even though install-
ers wish the process to go smoothly, installations are not mere ‘plug-and-
play’ moments, where all they have to do is set up a device and make it 
work. Installations involve affective and kinship relations, responsibilities 
and expectations, which must be successfully interwoven in such a way as 
to enable the locating of  the device in the most technically-suitable place in 
the user’s home, as well as a demonstration and the completion of  all the 
needed paperwork for the service contract between the user and telecare 
company.

As we will show with further examples, such interactions during instal-
lation need a particular ‘hands-on-tech’ care work by the installers, care 
work that is only visible by watching them perform. In order to grasp 
its importance, in the subsequent ethnographic material we would like 
to focus on two key moments of  friction in every installation process: (1) 
‘where should it be placed?’ – the moment when the exact location of  the 
device is determined; and (2) ‘what counts as a contact?’ – when installers 
gather the user data required by the service. 

In each of  these frictional encounters the installers’ ‘hands-on-tech’ 
care work is needed, indeed is indispensable for telecare to take place in the 
smoothest possible way. This leaves everyone with the impression that it is 
a mere ‘plug-and-play’ task simply because they vanish after every installa-
tion, only returning when they are needed to take care of  the whole setting.

Friction Two: Where Should it Be Placed?

Most of  the installations begin with a short interview. The installers ask 
the users the same set of  questions in approximately the same order. ‘How 
many telephones are there in the house?’, ‘Where do you spend most of  
the time?’, ‘Do you have any hearing difficulties?’ With these questions, 
the technicians make sure that the house infrastructure complies with the 
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minimal technical conditions for the service to work properly and identify 
the appropriate location for the telecare terminal’s placement.

Telecare services require the users to provide an installed base in the 
house where they can work. There must be a working power supply (which 
means that the user has to pay the bills, otherwise the device would run 
out of  battery after six hours and the user would remain helpless from that 
moment on) and there must be at least one fully functional phone landline, 
digital or analogue, which is essential so the terminals can make the calls 
to the alarm centre.

However, at the same time as attending to the house’s technical infra-
structure, they also need to deal with users’ dwelling behaviours.

In between installations one of  us talks to Oriol, an installer from one of  
the local offices of  the Catalan service we are observing. He tells us that the 
placement of  the hub’s location depends on the supervision of  the rooms 
the older users use the most. However, they also have to take into account if  
there is, for instance, a child of  the older user who comes to spend the night 
as this would make it important to understand which spaces are being used 
more during daylight. One of  us asks him if  the users have aesthetic prefer-
ences. Oriol answers that there are people who do not want installers to drill 
holes in the walls or too much wire in the flat, but in this local office if  they 
do not want to ‘rely on’ the phone line the user has to sign a disclaimer.5 
Furthermore, kitchen installations are not recommended so as to avoid inter-
ferences from other electrical equipment. Likewise proximity to the TV set 
is also not recommended so that the tele-operators can hear clearly in the 
case of  an emergency. In a nutshell, the location of  the device in the house 
must provide the teleoperators on the other side of  the line with good quality 
sound so as to understand what is going on in the case of  an emergency.6

Given that the ability to move around often reduces with age, some users 
spend most of  their time in a few rooms (mainly the living room during 
the day and the bedroom at night). The installers are encouraged to plug 
the telecare device into the telephone closest to these areas, so that the 
tele-operators can easily hear what is going in most parts of  the house. As 
we will see in the following case, finding the right site to install the telec-
are terminal involves complying with the above mentioned infrastructural 
requirements but none of  these requirements are merely technical nor can 
they be handled without taking into account non-technical criteria.

Francesc and one of  us arrive at Filomena’s flat. She is seventy-five, living 
alone. When entering the home we notice the excessive and extreme care 
in every detail of  the house’s decoration, great mirrors, crystal figurines, 
golden frames, paintings, vases, curtains whose pattern matches those of  
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the table doilies and immense artificial plants. We have to move with extreme 
care around the house so as to not break anything. It is a museum/house 
with an exhibition of  objects. 

Filomena presents herself  dressed with a high-quality dressing gown, a 
hairstylist coiffure and makeup. She starts talking about the ceiling leaks 
from a neighbour’s flat and shows us through the house pointing out the 
green mould she will have to have repaired. Francesc asks her about the 
number of  phones in the house, and if  any of  them are cordless.7 Filomena 
points at three phones: one in the bedroom, another one in the study and a 
third one in the living room. Checking the space Francesc says that the most 
central room is the entrance hall and that the device should be installed there 
on a low table which has a couple of  statues, vases and an artificial plant. 

When he starts placing the device on the table she insistently asks if  it is 
going to remain in there and if  there couldn’t be a better place for the thing. 
Taking a look at it amongst the luxurious pieces of  decoration the ugly and 
bizarre plastic hub is a bit incongruous and would be the first thing one sees 
when entering the house. Although not opposing forthrightly the placement 
Filomena suggests that we accompany her to the adjacent room, the study, 
pointing at a bookshelf  where there is an empty spot. She tells us that this 
was the previous location of  the thing and that the device should go there. 
It is a place somewhat hidden from view but central enough, as Francesc 
remarks. He nods but insists that he would have to drill through the wall to 
wire up the device, something he cannot do today because he doesn’t have 
the drill with him. Hence, he will make a provisional installation in the living 
room directly plugging it into one of  the phones.

In this excerpt a clear point of  friction can be seen at the intersection of  two 
ways of  handling the hub’s placement. One is techno-centric (Francesc’s 
choice, taking into account the service’s needs for optimal functioning) 
and the other is user-centric (taking into account the user’s preferences 
and Filomena’s modes of  dwelling). In Filomena’s case the point of  conflict 
comes to the fore through a quiet negotiation: the entrance hall (together 
with the living room) is one of  the ‘public’ sites of  her house where she wel-
comes her guests, hence it is an essential part of  the ‘presentation of  her-
self ’ (Goffman 1959) strategies. Placing the device in such a place might 
endanger her social image as she perceives it; she is unwilling to accept 
that position perhaps because she does not want to be seen as someone in 
need of  care. Eventually, the friction was resolved by Francesc because her 
chosen spot did not contradict the technical requirements of  the service. 
Even though Francesc’s and Filomena’s principles are mismatched, she 
only wants it in a place hidden from view whilst he needs a place in compli-
ance with the service’s needs (even if  it requires a drill).

In similar situations installers try to solve the problem by carrying out an 
installation in parallel to avoid drillings and extra wire. As installer Apolinio 
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explains: ‘Everyone has the right to have a neat and tidy house… You can’t 
just go in there and place a plainly visible ugly wire if  the user doesn’t want 
to’. In such cases frictions regarding the hub’s placement arise in the form 
of  slight aesthetic clashes. However, at other times it is the terminal’s radio 
range that is brought to the fore as a problem because of  the older per-
son’s use expectations. This happens with very active older people who move 
around a lot and would like to have protection outdoors, in houses with gar-
dens, in the apartment block’s stairway or upstairs in houses with more than 
one level. Similarly, people with slight hearing problems want the device to be 
installed as close as possible to the places where they usually dwell. This poses 
some problems to the technician’s criterion of  central location and requires 
installers to handle the situation carefully – another form of  ‘hands-on-tech’ 
care – in order to reach a workable compromise (see Figure 9.1).

FIGURE 9.1 ‘Provisional installation’.

Scene of  a ‘provisional installation’, a trick performed by Lorenzo to show an older 
woman who was slightly hard of  hearing that she could be heard from a central 
point of  the house even if  she was in her room with the doors closed. Observed by 
one of  the authors in Madrid (November 2008). Picture taken with permission.
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Friction Three: What Counts as a Contact?

Once the terminal has been placed installers become data-gatherers, 
checking if  the existing data collected in the installation request form is 
correct. They also need to fill in several forms on site – some to be communi-
cated to the tele-operators when doing the ‘first-call check’ but mostly to be 
recorded in the database in the service offices later. Amongst the important 
paperwork to be filled in, such as the key-custody form, is the ‘contact data’ 
form.

Practices surrounding writing down the contacts details give rise to one 
of  the most important points of  friction in the process: that is, making deci-
sions on who the contacts are and who would be an appropriate person for 
such a role according to the users’ and the services’ differing criteria, e.g. 
a close person in emotional terms vs. someone who would be easily reach-
able if  anything happened to the older user.

One of  the sources of  this friction in the installation process lies in the 
different criteria in the contact selection process. This opens up to closer 
scrutiny the sorts of  relations that older people maintain with those who 
are supposedly closest to them (relatives, friends and neighbours). In most 
of  the cases contacts are selected from users’ kin. This may be for reasons 
of  true affection, filial obligation or a mixture of  the two. 

One day when witnessing the installation in Caterina’s flat, Lucía, the 
installer, asked her to give her the names of  the contacts. Complaining that 
her children were ‘a bit far away’, dispersed around different provinces of  
Catalonia but no farther than an hour drive, she began listing all of  them; 
they all had mobile phones and almost all of  them had keys to access her 
flat. The son who was present during the installation had planned to take 
the keys the older woman had prepared for the service’s custody. They 
began searching for keys. During the conversation they spoke several times 
of  a close neighbour and long-time family friend, called Manu. Despite the 
fact that he had keys to access the flat and could be a more useful contact 
in an emergency, he was discarded as a contact. In this case Lucía did not 
intervene, but in other cases, as in the following one, some users who main-
tained a close relationship of  mutual support with neighbours brought up 
the question of  the suitability of  including relatives as contacts:

When Amparo, the social worker, asks the user who the contacts would be, 
she explains that she lives on her own and if  anything bad happens to her 
the service should contact her cousin, who has keys to access and lives in the 
very same industrial town on the Llobregat river in Barcelona. But then she 
goes on to name Montserrat, a long-time friend from the sewing factory, and 
Encarna, a long-time friend who is in her will. When Amparo asks her if  she 
is a relative or a friend, the user hesitates and goes on to explain that neither 
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of  the two are, but both are ‘someone I trust’. The user says that she wouldn’t 
be a good main contact because Encarna is working all day.

However, when the users we observed have close relatives nearby (very 
often their children) the question of  who should be the appropriate contact 
turns into something of  a ‘love test’: who would you like, or who could 
come should an emergency occur? Who is responsible? Who takes care of  
you? Who cares? Who do you trust the most? Who do you feel closer to? 
An interesting instance of  this was narrated to us by the technician Oriol 
whilst driving towards an appointment we had. He explained that certain 
users want all of  their children included as contacts, and recalled laughing 
about a user who wanted her son in Almería (800km far from Barcelona) 
to be included. ‘It simply couldn’t be done’, he said, because such a person 
would be useless as a main contact but they solved the problem by includ-
ing her son as a contact and then scribbling a memo for the alarm centre 
tele-operators stating that they should only contact him for information 
purposes.

The user’s definition of  a ‘close’ contact person often contrasts with the 
services’ definition. As far as the services are concerned, a good contact is, 
to put it simply, anyone the user trusts who would be free to help the ser-
vices attend the user or open the door in case of  a quick intervention being 
needed. However, as we have seen the selection process is usually complex 
because of  ‘vagueness’ about the category of  ‘contact’ which can in fact 
include many sorts of  relationships. The installers need to translate these 
relationships into the services’ terms. 

This makes evident another strand of  ‘hands-on-tech’ care work by the 
installers: the ability to be able to finalize the paperwork having established 
a compromise between the interests of  the users and those of  the services. 
In some cases, as we have seen in the previous story with the technician 
Lucía, the installer understands that this is something that needs to be 
negotiated with the user’s relatives and steps aside. In others, the installer 
defends the functional definition of  the contact over family concerns but 
with sensitivity, as in the case recounted by Oriol in the car where he was 
able to compromise by including her far-away son as a contact but ‘deacti-
vating’ him as an option in cases of  emergency.

Rethinking Care Technologies through ‘Hands-on-Tech’  
Care Work

As we have seen throughout the various frictions described, the main 
duty of  the installer is not only to ‘join together’ the functionalities of  
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the terminal and the pendant with the particular configuration of  power 
supply and phone wires. Installing the telecare device also requires the 
‘joining together’ of  domestic architectures, dwelling practices and aes-
thetic preferences together with acoustic ranges and free-noise zones.

What at first sight would seem to be very clearly defined turns out to be 
a matter of  complex negotiation. The definition of  ‘the user’, the way in 
which the telecare service might be used, the expectations and will to use it, 
and the people who are going to aid the user are all debated throughout the 
process. In fact, even the personal and intimate feelings that ‘join together’ 
the user with other people they feel close to can be put to test during the 
installation process.

Handling these situations is not always easy and sometimes the install-
ers use the ‘technicalities’ jargon or ‘geek-tricks’ to avoid getting trapped 
in the ‘way too personal’ dramas of  some users. However, in many cases it 
is indeed necessary to plunge into such personal dramas, to dive skilfully 
into their relational and emotional density in order to get the installation 
done. A successful installation may depend on the installer’s skills in ‘join-
ing together’ the expectations, needs, conflicts and desires of  all of  the 
participants. And as we have seen, not only do they have to deal with the 
controversial spatial configurations of  the technology but these must be 
‘joined together’ with the distributions of  tasks and responsibilities derived 
from enacting particular forms of  kinship, neighbourhood, ‘mutual-aid-
ness’ or friendship relationships. 

In sum, there is no such thing as a ‘plug-and-play’ situation. The frictions 
mentioned above show installation to be the flash point of  particular hetero-
geneous arrangements in which the service might become functional (or fail 
to do so). The tricky part is that this arrangement is neither contained in the 
technical settings of  the devices nor could be naturally deployed by strictly 
following ‘protocols of  installation’. This ‘joint-togetherness’ must be made 
up by the installer: ‘[…] each another next first time’, using Garfinkel’s (2002: 
98) expression. This is precisely the caring side of  their work. These installa-
tions are contextually produced and therefore depend on the elements they 
articulate. They are fragile and their production is fallible. 

The fragility and fallibility of  this joint-togetherness is precisely what 
the ‘plug-and-play’ discourse hides from view. Taking into account such a 
doubly invisible hands-on-tech care work and its importance in handling 
the frictions we have seen above allows us to grasp how these technologies 
are at stake every time the installers have to perform an installation in a 
house. This is because they might fail at any time throughout the process, 
either when entering the home, in their placement of  the device, or in the 
subsequent paperwork. Considered in this light, installations become socio-
material processes of  constant negotiation, taking place in an alien setting 
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in which every installer has to use his or her best ‘negotiation skills’ to take 
care of  the practical setting that such technologies and services need, what 
they are useful for and to whom (Akrich 2002; Ciborra 2002).

Telecare and home care technologies bring with them the promise of  
a transformation in the relationships of  care-giving and care-receiving 
in conditions of  budgetary efficacy and enhancement of  self-care. In the 
presentation of  these promises the design of  such gerontechnologies usu-
ally takes front-stage. The argument goes that a mere placement would 
instantly show benefits. In this chapter we have ethnographically shown 
and analysed several frictional encounters that the technicians of  two 
Spanish telecare services had to face when visiting the users’ homes to 
complete the installations. Grounding our research in a review of  the social 
studies of  care and technology practices, we have tried to interfere with 
the ‘plug-and-play’ discourse contained in the promises of  these innova-
tions. What image of  such innovations would be brought about if  we made 
visible the doubly invisible technicians’ ‘hands-on-tech’ care work, which 
remains concealed from public gaze as part of  the background activities 
of  care delivery and the maintenance of  its infrastructures? We would like 
to conclude by pointing out some possible scenarios such a research pro-
gramme might open up.

Thinking and designing innovations based on their installation and 
placement practices brings to light the necessary negotiations and the 
constant repair and maintenance work they require. This gives us a very 
different image from the ‘plug-and-play’ presentations (where devices are 
treated as finished-and-usable objects). Thinking about installers’ ‘hands-
on-tech’ care work could bring with it the promise of  a renewal of  the 
anthropological understanding of  such technocare settings, offering more 
than two possible points of  entry (either design or use) and allowing for a 
more nuanced view than the ‘pro/con technology’ framework. By paying 
more attention to the frictions of  the implementation processes we might 
be able to give more detailed descriptions of  the skills required to navigate 
through them, which, as our observations indicate, extend far beyond the 
reach of  merely taking care of  technologies: ‘hands-on-tech’ care work 
is about constantly emplacing and underpinning the materiality of  the 
devices and concrete user configurations for these later-life services to work 
(Sánchez-Criado et al. 2014). 

Turning our attention from the promise of  design as a space of  ready-
made and clear-cut ‘solutions’ to such constant underpinnings could also 
affect gerontechnological innovation policies and strategies. We believe 
that paying attention to ‘hands-on-tech’ care work would be of  great inter-
est as a new issue in the current trend of  participatory and co-creation 
strategies, allowing us to counter the engineer-centric processes of  design 
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by putting at the centre the work and know-how of  those in charge of  
their implementation and maintenance (López 2014). Paying attention to 
‘hands-on-tech’ might introduce the need to conceive of  care work and its 
materiality in a more open-ended, ‘repairable’ fashion, placing at its very 
centre the on-going collective process of  tinkering with problems rather 
than the production of  closed-down and commoditized care ‘solutions’.
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Notes

 1. The ‘invisibilization’ of  care as ‘dirty work’ is also an ‘achievement’ to which 
many home technologies have contributed, as several feminist studies have 
documented (see for example Cockburn and Ormrod 1993 on microwaves or 
washing machines, and Oldenziel and Zachmann 2009 on kitchen architecture). 
In this new technological space the users are thought of  as ‘managers’ rather than 
as ‘workers’: when for instance, cooking becomes a clean, eminently cognitive 
activity in which food is processed according to formal procedures of  calculus, 
much of  the important and painful work of  cooking (preparation and care for the 
process) goes under the radar (see also Giedion 1955).

 2. This fragmentation however, does not lead to a change in the hegemonic sexual 
division of  labour by which women (i.e., wives and daughters, or lowly paid 
migrant carers) are still the main care providers (Gutiérrez Rodríguez 2010; Hoch-
schild 2000).

 3. Operators’ assignment is to correctly code and align the incoming calls, stick-
ing to the protocols of  interaction throughout the whole process but need-
ing to ‘break these guidelines to be able to attend to the calls’ slight nuances. 
This allows them to detect hidden or unexpressed needs that require a special 
response. 

 4. Names of  people and places have been slightly transformed for the sake of  
anonymity.

 5. Telecare devices can be connected to the phone landline by a single cable – which 
is what S refers to as ‘relying on it’ – or in parallel. Single-cable installations allow 
the telecare devices to ‘take control’ of  the line hence ensuring a higher efficacy 
in cases of  emergency. In some cases telecare devices installed in parallel cannot 
complete the call because the phone has been left off  the hook.
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 6. Indeed, the good placement of  the terminal can turn a troublesome situation 
like an alarm call without response from the user into one that is much easier to 
handle. By changing the audio system of  the device’s transmission, the tele-oper-
ator can hear the user breathe or cry out even if  he or she is lying down in any of  
the adjacent rooms, thereby identifying what kind of  situation they are facing. In 
any case, when doubt arises during an installation, the phone connectivity of  the 
telecare device must prevail over audibility.

 7. Cordless phones very often remain ‘off  the hook’, hence creating difficulties for 
telecare devices in case of  an emergency. In such cases telecare devices ‘must come 
first’ in the single-cable installation as they are able to take control of  the line.
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